Charge 4e superconductor: a wavefunction approach
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We apply a wavefunction approach to study the charge 4e superconductor. The wavefunction takes a similar
structure to the BCS wavefunction for charge 2e superconductors. The mean-field Hamiltonian and the Green’s
functions of charge 4e are constructed. The physical properties including the density of states, gauge invariance, flux quantization and Josephson effects are systematically studied. All these results form a microscopic
description of the charge 4e SC and can be served as the hallmarks for experimental verifications.

The BCS theory of superconductivity is one of milestones
in condensed matter physics, which successfully unveils the
nature of this macroscopic quantum phenomenon at a microscopic level [1–5]. Now, we know the essential ingredients for
any superconductors (SCs) are the two-electron Cooper pairs
and their phase coherence [2], where electrons bind together
two by two and condense to form a coherent quantum state,
as illustrated in Fig.1(a). And this Cooper pairs principle is
also not limited to the electron-phonon coupling driven BCS
superconductors. For example, the high-temperature cuprate
SCs and iron-based SCs are still consisted of two-electron
Cooper pairs, although their underline mechanisms are far beyond BCS theory [6, 7]. On the other hand, condensing twoelectron Cooper pairs is not the only way to achieve superconductivity. Theoretically, it was proposed that the four-electron
Cooper pairs can also condensate to form an SC, namely the
charge 4e superconductor, as illustrated in Fig.1(b) [8–13].
Experimentally, how to realize or stabilize this charge 4e
superconducting state is a challenging problem. Berg, Fradkin, and Kivelson proposed that thermal melting of pairdensity-wave (PDW) order in certain cuprate SCs could lead
to this charge 4e quasi-long-range order [10, 14–17]. Similarly, melting the nematic superconductors and multicomponent nematic pairing is also suggested to achieve charge 4e SC
[12, 13]. Other scenarios of realizing charge 4e pairing are including interactions that favor quartetting rather than pairing
[8, 9, 18] and condensing charge 4e skyrmions in quadraticband-touching systems etc. [19, 20]. Interestingly, a possible evidence for charge 4e and even charge 6e pairings are
resolved recently from the Kagome superconductor CsV3 Sb5
[21, 22]. Using Little-Park oscillation measurement, Φ20 and
Φ0
3 oscillations are found in CsV3 Sb5 , which was thought
coming from the PDW evidence from scanning electron microscope [23].
Although there is much progress in this field, how to describe this charge 4e SC microscopically and what are the
electronic properties of this charge 4e SC remain open questions. For instance, whether this SC is gapped and whether the
flux quanta is Φ20 are not fully understood. The first attempt to
solve these issues microscopically is from a quantum Monte
Carlo study [11]. They introduced a four-electron interacting
model to describe the charge 4e SC, whose properties are then
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FIG. 1. (a) Charge 2e SC and its BCS wavefunction |BCS i. Charge
2e SC is formed by two-electron Cooper pairs, whose condensation
leads to the supconductivity. (b) Charge 4e SC and its wavefunction
|GS i. Charge 4e SC is formed by four-electron Cooper pairs in a
similar fashion.

investigated using the sign-problem-free Majorana quantum
Monte Carlo. Motivated by this numerical study and recent
progress, we address the general microscopic properties of the
charge 4e SC from a wavefunction approach.
It is widely known that the final step toward BCS theory
was achieved by Schrieffer, who constructed the wavefunction
for the BCS pairing Hamiltonian [1, 3]. This wavefunction is
namely the BCS wavefunction as
Y
(1)
|BCS i =
(uk + vk eiφ c†k↑ c†−k↓ )|0i
k

where φ is the phase of SC, |0i is vacuum and uk , vk are the
variational factors determined by the energy minimization of
BCS Hamiltonian [1, 3]. This BCS wavefunction faithfully
describes the essential physical properties of superconductors, especially Cooper pairs and their phase coherence. On
the other hand, another straightforward way toward the BCS
ground state is the mean-field treatment of BCS Hamiltonian
by Bogoliubov–Valatin transformation[24, 25]. However, the
microscopic Hamiltonian for charge 4e SC involves at least
four-fermion interaction terms, which seems to be an impossible task from the mean-field treatment [8, 9, 11].
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Here, we introduce the orbit index 1, 2 to fulfill the Pauli exclusion principle. This orbital index can be any charge 4e
index, like real atom orbitals, the PDW order momentum ±Q,
valley degree of freedom, etc. Besides the four electron pairing term c†1k↑ c†1−k↓ c†2k↑ c†2−k↓ , the most important ingredient of
|GS i is the phase factor eiφ . This factor is the crucial U(1)
spontaneously symmetry breaking term leading to the phase
coherence of charge 4e condensates as in the BCS wavefunction, which leads to the Meissner effect, Josephson effect and
other SC quantum properties. To simplify our discussion, we
first choose this φ = 0 without losing the generality. And the
translation symmetry of |GS i is imposed through the k direct
product state.
Equipped with this wavefunction |GS i, the next step is to
find the mean-field Hamiltonian for this wavefunction and determine the unknown factors uk , vk . It is easy to prove that this
wavefunction is the eigenstate of following charge 4e meanfield Hamiltonian
X
Ĥ4e =
ξαk (c†αk↑ cαk↑ + c†α−k↓ cα−k↓ )
kα

−

X

(∆k c†1k↑ c†1−k↓ c†2k↑ c†2−k↓ + h.c.)

(3)

k

where α = 1, 2. We also choose ξαk = ξk for two degenerate orbitals and leave the general cases in the supplemental
materials (SMs). The ground state energy is found to be
X
EG = hGS |Ĥ|GS i =
2ξk − Ek
(4)
k

q

where Ek = 4ξk2 + ∆2k . And the uk , vk take the similar factors
as the Bogoliubov–Valatin transformation treatment of BCS
theory
1
(1 +
2
1
v2k = (1 −
2
∆k
2uk vk =
Ek
u2k =

2ξk
)
Ek
2ξk
)
Ek

(5)
(6)
(7)

Furthermore, the excited states can be constructed from the
|GS i wavefunction and Ĥ4e Hamiltonian. For example, the
single particle excited state is
Y
|1qi = c†1q↑ (uk + vk c†1k↑ c†1−k↓ c†2k↑ c†2−k↓ )|0i.
(8)
k,q
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In order to study the physical properties of charge 4e SC,
we address this question from a different perspective. We ask
whether we can construct a ground state wavefunction |GS i
for the charge 4e SC. Inspired by the BCS wavefunction, this
wavefunction should take a similar structure of BCS wavefunction as
Y
(2)
|GS i =
(uk + vk eiφ c†1k↑ c†1−k↓ c†2k↑ c†2−k↓ )|0i
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FIG. 2. (a) Normal Green’s function G and anomalous two-particle
Green’s function ΓF of the charge 4e SC. (b) U-shape DOS for charge
4e s-wave pairing ∆k = ∆ on the continuum model (black line) and
the square lattice (red line). (c) V-shape DOS for charge 4e d-wave
pairing ∆k = ∆(cos kx − cos ky ) on the square lattice. The DOS is
numerically calculated with normal state dispersion ξk = −2t(cos kx +
cos ky ) − µ. The parameters are set as t = 1.0, µ = −3.0, ∆ = 0.2,
η = 0.01.

The energy of |1qi compared to |GS i is found to be E1q −EG =
Eq − ξq . The pair excited state is constrcuted as
Y
(9)
|1pi = c†1q↑ c†1−q↓ (uk + vk c†1k↑ c†1−k↓ c†2k↑ c†2−k↓ )|0i
k,q

The energy of |1pi compared to |GS i is E1p − EG = Eq . Also
there are triple particle excited states (or single hole excitation) whose excited energy is Eq + ξq . Moreover the 4e pair
excited state can be constructed as
|4ei =(uq c†1q↑ c†1−q↓ c†2q↑ c†2−q↓ − vq ) ×
Y
(uk + vk c†1k↑ c†1−k↓ c†2k↑ c†2−k↓ )|0i

(10)

k,q

whose excited energy is 2Eq . Since Eq ≥ ξq , the |GS i is indeed the ground state of Ĥ4e . And whether this charge 4e
superconductor is gapped is fully determined by ∆k as in the
BCS cases.
After constructing all these wavefunctions, we can analysis
this charge 4e from Green’s functions. The Green’s functions
of charge 4e SC can be calculated using the Lehmann representation [26, 27]. We start from the single particle retard
Green’s function GR (k, t)αβ = −iθ(t)h{cαkσ (t), c†βkσ (0)}iGS . After the Fourier transform, it is obtained as
GR (kσ, ω)αα =

v2k
u2k
+
(11)
.
ω + iη − (Ek − ξk ) ω + iη + (Ek + ξk )

The more detailed calculations can be found in SMs. However, since the 2e condensation is absence, the anomalous
Green’s function F(k, t)αβ = −ihT̂ t c†α−kσ (t)c†βkσ (0)iGS is always zero. The charge 4e condensation relevant anomalous
Green’s function is the two-particle anomalous Green’s function ΓF = −hT̂ t c†1k↑ (t1 )c†1−k↓ (t2 )c†2k↑ (t3 )c†2−k↓ (t4 )iGS , whose diagram is shown in Fig.1(a). The Fourier transform is expressed
as ΓF (k, ω1 , ω2 , ω3 ) whose explicit form can be found in SM.
From the Green’s functions, we can determine the density
of states (DOS) of this system from
1 X
ρ(ω) = −
ImGR (kσ, ω)αα ,
(12)
πV αkσ

3
where V is the volume of the system. For a constant pairing
potential ∆k = ∆, an analytical expression is obtained in the
SMs Eq.S6. We can find
this system is a full gap system as
√
expected. At ω = ± 23 ∆, different from ω = ±∆ in the 2e
case, the DOS shows square root divergence. To compare with
d-wave pairing with ∆k = ∆(cos k x − cos ky ), we also carry out
a numerical calculation on the square lattice. The DOS for
s-wave SC ∆k = ∆ is plotted in Fig.2(b) with U-shape DOS.
The DOS for d-wave SC is plotted in Fig.2(c) with V-shape
DOS. Hence, the charge 4e is gapped or not is determined by
the gap function ∆k in our two orbital degenerate limit. In the
following discussion, we always choose a constant pairing ∆
to capture the main feature of charge 4e superconductivity.
Regarding to the phase coherence of SC, an important prediction is the flux quantization. To prove this, we need to put
the dynamic terms with gauge field A into account. Then, the
Hamiltonian becomes
Z
1
(13)
Ĥ4e =
dx{ψ†ασ [ (−i~∇ − eA)2 − µ]ψασ
2m
−∆eiφ ψ†1↑ ψ†1↓ ψ†2↑ ψ†2↓ − ∆e−iφ ψ2↓ ψ2↑ ψ1↓ ψ1↑ } (14)
where ψασ (x) is the field operator for cαkσ . µ is the chemical potential, m is the effective mass. The Einstein summation
rule is used for both spin and orbital indices. The spacial indices are omitted for convenience. The above Hamiltonian is
invariant under the gauge transformations [3, 27]
ψασ (x) → eiχ(x) ψασ (x)
~
A(x) → A(x) + ∇χ(x)
e
φ(x) → φ(x) + 4χ(x)

(15)
(16)
(17)

Hence, the gauge charge for ∆ becomes 4e. And the free energy for charge 4e SC must contain the gauge invariant terms
as
Z
ρs
4e
F =
(18)
dx(∇φ(x) − A(x))2 + F0
2
~
where ρ s is the superfluid density and F0 is the other irrelevant
term [27]. The current density can be found
j(x) = −

δF
4e
~
= ρ s ( )2 ( ∇φ(x) − A(x))
δA
~
4e

(19)

From Eq.19, we can prove the flux quantization. If we consider a superconducting material is not simply connected,
such as a superconducting ring with a magnetic field through
its hole in Fig.3(a), we choose a loop C as in Fig.3(a) without
any current j = 0. Then, the loop integral of Eq.19 shows
I
I
~
h
Φ0
A · dl =
∇φ(x)dl = n =
n (20)
Φ=
4e
4e
2
C
C
Hence, the flux trapped in this ring is now integer quantized as
Φ0
h
4e n = 2 n, where n is the integer number and Φ0 is the magnetic flux quantum [4, 5]. This quantization condition provides a direct “smoking gun” for charge 4e SC. The common
experimental measurements to justify this conclusion include
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FIG. 3. (a) Superconducting ring with a magnetic field B
hole. A loop C (red line) is chose for the flux quantization. The current j is zero along the C loop. (b) The paramagnetic current-current
correlation Feynman diagram. The vertex is the current operator.
(c) The Josephson tunneling Feynman diagram. The vertex is the
tunneling operator. (d) AC Josephson effect for charge 4e SC with
I(t) = Ic sin(ω0 t + φ0 ), where ω0 = 4e~ V is a hallmark for charge 4e
SC.

the flux in superconducting ring [28, 29], the Little-Park oscillation [4, 5, 30] and vortex quantization [4, 5].
Although we use the gauge invariant principle to get flux
quantization without calculation, the superfluid density in
Eq.19 can be obtained from the linear response theory [26,
31].
#
X " 
e2 ρ
2
(21)
−e Πµν −
δµν Aν .
Jµ =
m
ν
where ρ is the electron density. The Πµν is the paramagnetic
current-current correlation function, which is obtained from
the Kubo formula as
Z ∞
i
dteiωt h[Jµ (q, t), Jν (−q, 0)]i. (22)
Πµν (q, ω) = −
V~ 0
The calculation can be done from the Feynman diagram in
2
Fig.3(b). The − emρ δµν is the diamagnetic contribution. Using this Kubo formula, we find the superfluid electron density
ρ s = 3ρ/4 at zero temperature, which is different from ρ s = ρ
in charge 2e superconductors. This is because the diagram
contribution from the anomalous Green’s function F vanishes
here.
Besides the flux quantization, another key prediction of
BCS theory is the Josephson effect, where Cooper pairs can
tunnel between two SCs sandwiched by a tunneling barrier.
To describe this process, we use the tunneling Hamiltonian
approach between a left SC (L) and a right SC (R) [26, 32].
The total Hamiltonian for this Josephson junction can be writL/R
L
R
is the charge 4e Hamiltonian
ten as Ĥ = Ĥ4e
+ Ĥ4e
+ ĤT . Ĥ4e
for L/R respectively. ĤT describes the tunneling process.
X
∗ †
fαpσ cαkσ
(23)
tkp c†αkσ fαpσ + tkp
ĤT =
kp

L
Ĥ4e

=

X

ξαk c†αkσ cαkσ − (∆e−iφL c†1k↑ c†1−k↓ c†2k↑ c†2−k↓ + h.c.)

=

X

†
†
†
†
†
+ h.c.)
f2−k↓
f2k↑
f1−k↓
fαkσ − (∆e−iφR f1k↑
ξαk fαkσ

kασ

R
Ĥ4e

kασ

4
where the c are electron operators for L and f are electron
operators for R. The tkp is also assumed to be constant as tkp =
t. Then, we apply a gauge transformation to remove phase
factors in the pairing terms as
φL

cαkσ → ei 4 cαkσ

(24)

fαkσ → e

(25)

i

φR
4

fαkσ

Hence, the ĤT hopping t will acquire a new phase factor as
t → te−i

φL −φR
4

φ

= e−i 4 t

(26)

where we define the phase difference as φ = φL − φR . The
Josephson current can be calculated from
I = −4eh

∂Ht
i
∂φ

(27)

The DC Josephson current relation can be obtained from perturbation as
I = Ic sin(φ)

(28)

where Ic can be formally calculated from Feynman diagram
in Fig.3(c). Notice here, there are only four-electron Cooper
pairs can tunnel through the junction since 2e condensates are
zero.
More importantly, the gauge invariance also requires that
dφ
4e
dt = ~ V. The AC Josephson effect with voltage bias V must
be
I(t) = Ic sin(

4e
Vt + φ0 )
~

(29)

where φ0 is the phase difference at V = 0. From this expression, we can find that the AC Josephson effect measurement
can be served as another hallmark for charge 4e SC, where
the current frequency ω0 is equal to the 4e
~ V [11], as shown in
Fig.3(d).
Finally, a natural question arises: whether we can have the
coexistence of charge 2e and charge 4e SCs. Then, the wavefunction for this case can be wrriten as
Y
|GS i2e−4e =
(uk + v1k c†1k↑ c†1−k↓ + v2k c†2k↑ c†2−k↓
k

+v4k c†1k↑ c†1−k↓ c†2k↑ c†2−k↓ )|0i

In summary, we construct a wavefunction |GS i for the
charge 4e SC, which faithfully describes the four-electron
pairing and the phase coherence. The mean-field Hamiltonian
Ĥ4e for this charge 4e SC is also constructed, whose ground
state is |GS i. Using this Ĥ4e , |GS i and other excited states, the
Green’s functions are calculated. Comparing to charge 2e SC,
the one-particle anomalous Green’s function F vanishes while
the two-particle anomalous Green’s function ΓF describes the
four-electron pairing. Furthermore, the DOS is calculated to
determine the gap nature of charge 4e SC. The flux quantization and the Meissner effect are proved from the free energy and the linear response theory. The Josephson effect is
also discussed from the tunneling Hamiltonian approach. The
flux measurements, including Little-Park oscillation and vortex quantization, AC Josephson junction can be served as the
“smoking gun” for charge 4e pairing. All these findings provide a microscopic description of charge 4e SC. We hope our
work could stimulate the investigation of charge 4e SC and
call for further experimental tests.
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(30)

This |GS i2e−4e should be the ground state wavefunction for
the charge 2e/4e mixed hamiltonian Ĥ2e−4e as
X
(31)
Ĥ2e−4e =
ξαk (c†αk↑ cαk↑ + c†α−k↓ cα−k↓ )

∗
†
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where uk , v1/2/4k factors can be calculated numerically. The
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